This document contains links to the SANDY HOOK false flag issues... use your own intelligence and common sense to decide whether or not you think the Official Story contains one ounce of truth. I have not included any of the more "out there" theories because I see no evidence to support them as yet.


A friend put this info together in an easy to follow chronology http://newtomorrow.us/ctshooting.html

Who got this body-count wrong?
Unless my magnifying glass isn’t adequately correcting myopia...it would seem to underscore a one-wrong body count.

This youngster at the center of Barrack's photo-op at Sandy Hook School, Newtown around December 17, a day or so after an alleged mass shooting event...

Looks to be the same singular Emilie seen still-alive a coupla days earlier posing for the camera with now-famous father Robbie Parker.
Gee just how close is our impostor in Chief to the Actor and family? Seems some very pointed questions are in order doesn’t it?

5:22 pm Day of Event, Daddy looks real upset just before news interview. Watch him prepare for fake interview... http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oleV3UEiR78

Pay close attention to what this woman says outside the school... http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qhLe2i8uFwc&feature=endscreen&NR=1

Well the Show Must Go On! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyJoNl5lpOg&feature=endscreen&NR=1
There is no telling what kind of payoff this family is getting but Papa DOES NOT look like he is in on it willingly. Little brother is not such a good actor either...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&v=SmMnFUJhLA8&feature=endscreen

Confirms Obama was there right after the event... ah explains the photo shoot with the “dead child Emilie and her family”?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&v=eWjyAVSr5sA&NR=1

Parents smiling and waiting in line to be interviewed at Sandy Hooks school

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddF6UzgoPiY&feature=endscreenshooting

Shooting Spree: A Scare Tactic to Pass UN Small Arms Treaty


SANDY HOOK MASSACRE OFFICIAL STORY SPINS OUT OF CONTROL

http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=62400

CT. Cop On Sandy Hook Inconsistencies: “Things Don’t Add Up”


How the Newtown massacre became a Mind-Control television event

https://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/2012/12/18/how-the-newtown-massacre-became-a-mind-control-television-event/

Sandy Hook Hoax "Medical Examiner" Wayne Carver

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JV3KYBS64R8

Second Gunman Involved in Connecticut School Shooting? Don't Forget 'Show M

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BcxbpaDhac&NR=1&feature=endscreen

Ambulances and first responders blocked in at Sandy Hook elementary.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYQDMgjEvIU&NR=1&feature=endscreen
The moment it emerged that he was alive and was taken into police custody in Hoboken, New Jersey, many if not all of the statements previously made to the press by anonymous 'law enforcement officials' regarding Ryan Lanza and his connections could no longer have been known beforehand.

In the following passage of my previous article on the Sandy Hook elementary school massacre in Newtown, Connecticut, I made the following reference to Ryan Lanza being the named second suspect caught armed in the adjacent woods: Perhaps most astonishingly, this suspect arrested in the woods was named in an Associated Press report as 24-year-old Ryan Lanza. The original report has long since vanished of course, but you can see it referenced here. This was despite the fact that Ryan had already been named as the deceased suspect inside the school, lying next to two handguns.

I have since found the original Associated Press report, which in fact states that it was "Ryan's younger brother", Adam Lanza, who was arrested in the woods. So let's take a closer look at this revealing report.

2:25 p.m. CST -- A FoxNews report said: witnesses said a handcuffed man, dressed in camouflage was led out of a nearby woods by officers who reported to the shooting. The individual is Lanza's younger brother, according to the Associated Press.

That Fox News report has since been 'updated', but here is the full original text and screenshot of the Associated Press report which places both brothers at the scene, one dead (Ryan), and the other arrested (Adam):
WASHINGTON (AP) — A law enforcement official says the suspect in the Connecticut school shootings is 24-year-old Ryan Lanza and that his younger brother is being held for questioning as a possible second shooter. The law enforcement official says the boys’ mother, Nancy Lanza, works at the school as a teacher.

The official also said Ryan Lanza’s girlfriend and another friend are missing in New Jersey.

Speaking on condition of anonymity, the official said the suspect is dead from a self-inflicted gunshot wound.

The official spoke on the condition of anonymity because the source was not authorized to speak on the record about the developing criminal investigation.
Who exactly is this 'law enforcement official' that has access to the premier news agency in the country, and on behalf of which state agency does he/she work for?

How did they even know at this point that Ryan had a younger 20-year-old brother when there are no public records of Adam Lanza since 2009 and the two brothers had not seen each other since 2010, as claimed by Ryan? How could they have known on Friday morning that Ryan had a girlfriend and that she and another friend were missing in New Jersey? How did they even know that Ryan had any connection to New Jersey at all? The Lanzas' mother was dead at this point and their father only found out later through a reporter asking him about Adam, who had by then become the 'lone gunman' in the official narrative.

Surely the first point on the timeline at which anyone can even begin to discover these things about Ryan is the moment he piped up on Facebook and said "Hi, I'm alive, I didn't do it, and I live and work down here in New Jersey!" How could 'law enforcement officials' have pieced together details of his life but not known that he was actually still alive in the very location where they stated that his girlfriend had gone missing?

The only way they could have found out all this about Ryan Lanza was if they had 100% positively identified him as the 'dead gunman inside the building', then worked backwards from there by investigating who his next of kin were, then questioning family members, then discovering where he lived and worked, that he had a girlfriend and that she and a friend were missing, etc.

Such things take time to investigate, especially as they would involve cross-checking with police and other officials in New Jersey. And even before that, somebody there would first have had to receive local reports of two missing people before any connection could be made to the shooting in Connecticut.

Even if we granted these 'law enforcement officials' superfast detective powers, they would not have been able to travel back in time to rewrite the script regarding how they knew what they knew about the Lanza brothers, particularly Ryan. Because from the moment the official line was forced to deviate towards saying that Ryan Lanza was no longer the 'dead shooter inside the building', it became impossible for these 'law enforcement officials' who "weren't authorised to speak" (but heck, were telling lots of people lots of things that morning anyway, and whose credentials enabled them to speak through the Associated Press and other media outlets) to have retrospectively discovered all these connections of Ryan.

The only logical conclusion I can draw at this stage is that somebody or some group with high-level media access had FOREKNOWLEDGE of the crime, foreknowledge that is revealed by their 'anonymously' leaking to the press things which they could not otherwise have known, foreknowledge that exposes their hand in originally planning to use both Lanza brothers as patsies.

*****************************************************************************
Let's add another incident to the story that doesn't fit the facts as presented in the official monologue. No, this is not PROOF of something nefarious, but it is something 180 degrees away from the official narrative and we should all be asking two things: Is it true and if so, why did it happen. OK, make it 3 things, then ask qui bono................B

Newtown Massacre Teachers Car Riddled With Bullets When Removed From School Grounds
Wednesday, December 19, 2012 15:05


This is news that I hadn't heard before today.

In an interview with the substitute teacher Lauren Rousseau's mother, she claims her daughters Honda Civic was riddled with bullets when towed from the school grounds.

“I never thought in my wildest dreams that this would happen to my daughter,” she said.
“She was my little twinkling star, from the day she was born.”

According to Rousseau, the slain teacher's 2004 Honda Civic — parked outside the school — was riddled with bullets when authorities removed the vehicle

Read more: http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/survive-war-dies-teaching-article-1.1223210#ixzz2FXPjunsD

So, the shooter shot her car before he entered the school????

Sandy Hook Research... Teachers Listed As Victims NOT on School Website as Faculty. Screen shots/proof- Cameras are IN Newtown Schools - Document

CONTRIBUTOR: Sherrie Questioning All

anyone of the items in the title/link put a different emphasis on the official story. Starting to get a feeling that someone or something is f*ucking with our mind again. Why is that someone or something so deadly afraid of the ability for rational thinking.........B

Sandy Hook Official Story DEBUNKED (All evidence compiled) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EEKqcRELz4&feature=youtu.be

The Sandy Hook Actors PART 1 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_b9hh2lp3l
The Sandy Hook Actors PART 2 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QVKu4_JxcE

The Sandy Hook Actors PART 3 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4KDZQ10c8O4

Adam Lanza Did Not Exist - The Sandy Hook Hoax
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqqdBabek0g&NR=1&feature=endscreen

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Libor_scandal

The father of Connecticut school shooter Adam Lanza, Peter Lanza, was the tax director for General Electric, a corporation that paid -0- taxes on 14.2 billion dollars in profits last year. According to Fabian4Liberty, Peter Lanza was scheduled to testify in the ongoing global LIBOR scandal. In what could only be described an amazing coincidence, the father of Colorado Batman shooter James Holmes, Robert Holmes, was also a LIBOR witness in his position with FICO. According to the link at FICO, Robert Holmes was a ‘Fraud Scientist’.

From Fabain4Liberty:

The father of Newtown Connecticut school shooter Adam Lanza is Peter Lanza who is a VP and Tax Director at GE Financial. The father of Aurora Colorado movie theater shooter James Holmes is Robert Holmes, the lead scientist for the credit score company FICO. Both men were to testify before the US Senate in the ongoing LIBOR scandal. The London Interbank Offered Rate, known as Libor, is the average interest rate at which banks can borrow from each other. 16 international banks have been implicated in this ongoing scandal, accused of rigging contracts worth trillions of dollars. HSBC has already been fined $1.9 billion and three of their low level traders arrested.

Ladies and gentlemen, we have a motive and a link. This coincidence is impossible to overlook. Two mass shootings connected to LIBOR.
HERE IS A BETTER PICTURE! THIS MAY TELL OF A FUTURE EVENT AS WELL:

HERE IS YET ANOTHER LINK FOR YOU SHILLS AN NON BELIEVERS!!:
http://batmangothamcity.net/gotham-city-map-archive/gotham-map-dark-knight-rises/

http://youtu.be/bQwK9rbbSRE

Teacher memorial created before the fact?

http://www.infosalvo.com/us-news/victoria-sotos-rip-facebook-page-created-4-days-before-shooting/

Media Blackout: Oregon Mall Shooter Was Stopped By An Armed Citizen
http://beforeitsnews.com/media/2012/12/media-blackout-oregon-mall-shooter-was-stopped-by-an-armed-citizen-2450558.html

-------------

Mass Killings Stopped by Armed Citizens
Texas School District Will Let Teachers Carry Guns
Read more: http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,404721,00.html#ixzz2FMfkBenw

Copycat shooting incident at a Texas movie theater stopped by an off-duty cop. http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=263433

The Federal Government is Guilty Accomplice in School Shooting in Newtown Connecticut
(by forcibly disarming (with the very real threat of prison) all the teachers, all the staff, and any parent who may have been on school property.) http://oathkeepers.org/oath/2012/12/14/the-federal-government-is-guilty-accomplice-in-school-shooting-in-newton-connecticut/


(somebody help me out here, where in our Bill of Rights, which is there to STOP government from EVER limiting or stripping our rights, does it say that to maintain and or exercise one or more of my rights, I should be photographed and finger printed?) Forget it Feinstupid not happening!

1991 Books Predicts School Shootings By Drugged Individuals In Order To Disarm Public http://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2012/12/1991-books-predicts-school-shootings-by-drugged-individuals-in-order-to-disarm-public-2479764.html isn’t it just so inconvenient when a man vilified and most likely outright murdered for telling the truth, turns out to be right, one hundred percent right? Especially for the brain dead twits at Southern Poverty Law Center and their complete lack of investigative integrity?


Another Sandy Hook Massacre Oddity
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvnshWZy_eE

SANDY HOOK HOAX http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_dvqv_fxZSE

Church of Satan in Newtown Connecticut-Must See
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_kzjgBlVrM

Very good question, we all know the basic science of recessive genes so, how did two dark haired, dark eyed parents have three tow headed little girls?

montieolson@rocketmail.com